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Image source Pablo Vazquez Resources3DAnimation Author Josh Petty Disclosure: This post may contain affiliate links. This means that if you buy something we get a small commission at no extra cost to you (learn more) Blender is a powerful 3D set of computer graphics that is completely free for all users. In Blender, you can model objects, create textures, and liven up models
under one roof. Because this open source Blender is leaning towards flexibility and tweaking more than many other 3D programs. In fact, Blender is so capable with so many features and options, it can easily be overwhelming for new users. It was this fact that led to a new overhaul of the user interface with Blender 2.8. But beginners should not be afraid. Blender is worth learning
and easy to use once you get the hang of it. It's an exciting time to learn Blender! Over the past few years there has been a big surge in users and the development team has responded by adding many interesting new features. This guide will focus primarily on animation tutorials, so it's perfect for anyone who is animaceable gaming asset or looking into animation as a career.
Animation in Blender Check tutorial When it comes to learning animation, having a great instructor goes a long way. Steve from CG Geek is an amazing teacher with lots of great content on YouTube. In this video he will show you the ropes creating animation using Blender. This tutorial covers a lot of ground, so be prepared to dive in. This video, like Blender itself, makes you
learn quickly. Rigging and animation are difficult even for experienced CG artists. The trick is to practice and continue to learn from others. Check out the tutorial In this new Blender tutorial surfaced Studio you'll be taking an in-depth look at the timeline feature. A chronology is the place where you create and manage the key frames that define your animations. Keyframe animation
allows you to store bone data in the rig. Key frames can store information about the position, rotation and scale of the bones. By changing these values on a timeline, you create an animation. This video also covers using a doping sheet, which is also crucial to study. The doping sheet gives you complete control over the animation in your scene. You can speed up or slow down
the animation, as well as identify actions that can be exported to the game engine. Check out the tutorial I recommend this video for those who are new to Blender. It provides an excellent introduction to the basics of interface navigation before immersing yourself in the more advanced Blender features. After a short demonstration of the basics, you'll learn how to revitalize objects
with physics. This is a tool to learn because adding physics can help you achieve more realistic scenes. You'll also learn about lubricating a pencil for planning animations. Many years ago artists take notes directly on their monitors. Now you can use grease with a pencil instead. Finally, you'll learn how to export videos to play as a movie. Check out the tutorial walk cycles are a
necessary part of animation characters and unfortunately they can be intimidating for beginners. The secret to creating good walking cycles is to break them down into key frames and practices often. This excellent tutorial by Sebastian Log details the creation of a walking cycle in Blender. There's a lot of ground to cover so you can grab a cup of coffee before you start. Lague
teaches everything you need to create professional, quality animated characters. With a great teaching style and lots of tips and tricks, I can't recommend this tutorial enough. Check out Tutorial Blender such a massive program with so many features. It can be difficult to find videos that cover the entire process of creating and animation objects. This olva3D one guides you through
building a tank from scratch and animation it. It all starts with some great tricks using an array of modifier duplicate tank tracks. After some low poly construction the tutorial moves on to lighting and animation. Students looking for an animation review in Blender should pay attention to the overall workflow and speed of development. Over time you will develop your own process,
but it's nice to see how other artists create their works. Check out the Olav3D tutorial is back with this tutorial on creating an amazing water scene. Blender is packed full of features thanks to the open source community so fluid modeling is surprisingly easy. With the powerful Blender physics and rendering engine, you can create realistic water with relative ease. With this 10-
minute demo, you'll learn how to customize water simulations with a physics tab. Once the simulation has finished baking, Olav adds textures and lights to the stage to finish the visualization. Check out the tutorial In this extended BlenderMania animation tutorial you'll learn how to use group tops to slice the object. You will get a detailed overview of the entire process of creating a
realistic orange sliced scene. Sounds simple, but actually there's plenty to pick up here. By focusing on the movement of the knife, BlenderMania achieves a higher level of realism in the end result. You'll also learn how to use nodes to create materials that use glitter and texture. Check out Tutorial Blender has a ton of add-ons that come pre-installed. You can turn them on or off
by visiting user preference settings. CG Geek shows how to use one of these add-ons called the seedling tool. This tool makes it easier to create trees. Using add-on seedlings you can generate an infinite variety of trees for any scene. With control over the number of branches, sides, heights and more, you Create almost any type of tree you might think of. Wednesday. From a
tutorial with another great Olav3D tutorial, you can learn the process of modeling and animation the gun from start to finish. This video offers the opportunity to hone your skills and practice the working process of Blender animation. Olav teaches modeling a simple gun and creating a metallic texture before moving on to animation. You'll learn how to shoot the cannonball using the
Physics Engine Blender too. Also, adding a collision ball can interact with your scene in realistic ways. All you have to do is install multiple properties and Blender will handle the rest. Check out the tutorial This terrific tutorial offers a step-by-step guide to creating some rolling dice. The video is about fifteen minutes, but the results will leave you surprised. Instructor Jeremy Jones
skillfully uses Blender's enhanced capabilities to create a realistic roll of the dice. Taking advantage of the physics engine, Jeremy gives the bones a plausible rolling motion along the simulated felt table. This tutorial covers a lot of information in fashion that is easy to digest. Do yourself a favor and follow along to really hone your animation skills. Check out the textbook 3D text is
an integral part of learning motion graphics. This video teaches you how to simulate and animate text in Blender to create a chipped wood effect. With detailed instructions, tutor4u shows the entire process of building a scene. You'll cover simulations, UV deployment, lightning and animation in less than 20 minutes. If this seems like a whirlwind of speed, don't worry. The
instructions are presented in a simple follow-up manner. There are some great tips in this video from a professional animator Blender making it well worth your time to follow along. Check out the tutorial In this half-hour tutorial on Blender's fabric simulator you can see the process of animation the flag in full. Taking advantage of the physics of modeling will not only save you time,
but also allow you to create more realistic effects. Modeling the fabric deforms the subdivided plane so that it looks like a fabric. This feature has many applications besides evocative creation. Use it to drape the table with a tablecloth or to dress the character in a master's cloak. It also allows you to use the Cycle Visualization engine available in Blender. Through cycles, a higher
level of realism can be achieved by using advanced lightning algorithms. Check out the tutorial this is the great tutorial you've been waiting for. You will do not one, but two planetary explosions, set against a cosmic background in the original space. The excellent tutor4u guide is easy to follow and is filled with amazing tips. You'll see how to set interpolation rates in the graphics
editor to create linear motion. You'll also learn how editing curves gives you more control over the feel of animation. By the end of this 30-minute tutorial you should visualization you will be proud to show to your friends. I mean, who doesn't like to smash planets? Check out the tutorial tutorial Low-poly art will love this video on fluid modeling. 3D animator Gabriel Aguiar
demonstrates how to create a waterfall in a pirate bay. The Blender liquid system can calculate the flow of water dynamically. All we have to do is provide churn and domain. Outflow is necessary to enter water into the scene, while the domain is used to contain it. With these tools, you can create any number of liquid systems. Use it to do anything from the bath to the entire ocean.
Check out the Rigging tutorial and animation take a lot of practice to master. But once you learn the tools, you'll be able to spice things up. It is with this mindset that Remington Graphics approaches this tutorial on Blender Animation. Walking through the audience through the entire process of rigging and animation the Star Wars character, you can easily learn the workflow of
creating traffic in Blender. It can be a tedious process, but it's well worth the effort when you finally bring the characters to life. This 20-minute video teaches all the basics that you should know in a real-world example. It doesn't matter if you want to revive a dragon or a chicken, the process is the same: create a bone structure, parent it into a mesh, paint the scales, and finally
revive the bone. Bones.
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